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Abstract — The development of effective pain treatment strategies requires the availability of precise and practical measures of treatment outcomes, the importance of which has been noted in the Veterans Health Administration's (VHA's) National Pain Initiative. This paper presents the results of a 5-year collaborative effort to develop and validate a comprehensive and efficient self-report measure of pain treatment outcomes. Two samples of veterans (957 total subjects) undergoing inpatient or outpatient pain treatment at six VHA facilities completed Pain Outcomes Questionnaire-VA (POQ-VA) items and several additional measures. We used a comprehensive, multistage analytic procedure to evaluate the psychometric properties of the instrument. Results provided strong support for the reliability, validity, and clinical use of the POQ-VA when used to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment for veterans experiencing chronic noncancer pain.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of effective pain treatment strategies requires the availability of precise and practical measures of treatment outcomes [1]. Within the Veterans Health Administration (VHA), the importance of measuring pain treatment effectiveness has been noted in the VHA's National Pain Initiative [2]. Pain treatment specialists have long recognized the need for a uniform method of measuring pain treatment outcomes [3-7]. The development and use of such a system would allow improved evaluation of short- and long-term pain treatment effectiveness, better estimates of the cost effectiveness of interventions, direct comparisons of the outcomes of treatment programs or methods, and improved consumer satisfaction monitoring. Additionally, uniform, multifacility measurement systems promote improved program quality and meet the highest interdisciplinary rehabilitation measurement standards as promulgated by the American Congress of Rehabilitation [4].

Current standards for pain treatment are based on the biopsychosocial conceptualization of chronic pain as a complex, multidimensional phenomenon, with diverse etiologic and sustaining factors [8]. Accordingly, recommendations for comprehensive treatment target multiple domains of patient functioning, including the physical, perceptual, behavioral, and psychosocial status of the individual. Reflecting this multidimensional approach to conceptualization and treatment, current guidelines for pain outcomes assessments mandate the measurement of treatment-related change within each major domain of an individual's chronic pain experience [9]. Pain outcomes measures that provide separate domain or scale scores are preferred over instruments that yield only single summary scores because individuals with chronic pain present with different patterns of dysfunction across domains. The use of a single summary score, as exemplified by the Oswestry Low Back Pain Disability Questionnaire and the Roland-Morris Activity Scale [10,11], may obscure treatment-induced changes in specific outcomes domains.

Presently, no multidomain pain treatment outcomes instruments with separate domain or scale scores meet the criteria just mentioned. Perhaps as a consequence of this lack of pain-specific measures, many Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and private sector rehabilitation services use general measures of health status, such as the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) or the SF-36 Health Survey [12,13], as indexes of treatment outcomes. Unfortunately, general health status measures may not adequately assess the multidimensional symptomatology of the pain experience and, as a result, may be incapable of capturing treatment-related change in the major domains of pain-related disability. With respect to the FIM, this deficiency is most apparent in the high baseline functional status scores of pain patients, which fail to discriminate among pain conditions and allow little room for improvement. Similarly, although the SF-36 is widely used and well validated for general health status outcomes [13], the data supporting its stand-alone use as a pain outcomes measure are mixed and suggest that it may be most useful as an adjunct to a "disease-specific" instrument [14].

Without validated instruments designed specifically to assess pain treatment outcomes, pain practitioners instead often use tests originally developed as clinical assessment tools. Two of the most popular multidomain instruments that have been used to assess outcomes in this manner are the West Haven-Yale Multidimensional Pain Inventory (WHYMPI) and the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) [15,16]. The WHYMPI is a well validated and reliable patient assessment instrument composed of 52 items that span multiple outcomes domains. Nevertheless, while some evidence supports the WHYMPI's sensitivity to treatment-related change [17,18], the bulk of published studies focus on its use as a clinical pain assessment tool. Additionally, although most of the WHYMPI psychometric research has used the original 52-item scale, a subsequent 61-item release, now commonly referred to as the Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI), is the version used most often in clinical settings. Furthermore, the WHYMPI does not include measures of some key outcomes dimensions (e.g., medical use and patient satisfaction). Instead, it incorporates items that may not be relevant to direct pain outcomes assessment and contains numerous items that do not include an implicit or explicit time reference, which may complicate efforts to evaluate the effects of discrete treatment episodes. Concerns also exist with respect to some aspects of the methodology employed in the development of the WHYMPI, including an inadequate (120 subjects) sample size for the analyses conducted [19], lack of a single factor analysis of the entire item pool [19], and the apparent use of the same sample for both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. Results of subsequent studies of the psychometric characteristics of the WHYMPI raise concerns regarding the stability of the original
WHYMPI factor structure and have identified substantial redundancy between some scales [20,21]. A recent examination of the 61-item MPI found similar weaknesses as well as a factor structure that accounted for less than the 60 percent of variance criterion suggested by Hair, Anderson, and Tatham [19,22].

The BPI is a 32-item inventory designed for use with cancer pain patients to assess pain history, pain intensity, past response to treatment, and pain interference. Primarily a treatment planning tool, the BPI has been translated into many languages and validated for use with cancer and chronic-disease pain patients. However, because the primary purpose of the BPI is to assist providers in planning an effective intervention, many items are not appropriate for outcomes assessments and the scope of those that may be suitable is somewhat limited. For example, the BPI Reactive subscale is a global index of pain interference consisting of seven items, each of which assesses a different domain of functioning. While this may be useful as a gross index of outcomes, it potentially obscures important differences in treatment response among the key domains and prevents empirically based refinement of the intervention approach. Finally, the BPI does not assess pain-related medical use or patient treatment satisfaction.

Another outcomes measurement method used by some practitioners involves assembling a battery of measures by selecting several unidimensional, domain-specific instruments and administering them as an outcomes "package" [1]. Unfortunately, even when practitioners select only reliable and validated instruments for inclusion in the battery, the resultant lack of uniformity in measures precludes comparisons across treatment sites or the development of outcomes benchmarks. Additionally, many of these instruments may be fairly lengthy and, when combined into a battery, may require substantial patient and staff burden.

An alternative approach is to design an instrument specifically to assess pain treatment effectiveness across all outcomes domains deemed important for individuals with chronic pain. Ideally, such an instrument should include measures of the perceptual (i.e., pain), emotional (e.g., depression and anxiety), and functional (e.g., activity levels and pain interference) dimensions of pain [9,23]; be reliable and valid [4]; include a means of measuring both short- and long-term outcomes [9]; incorporate measures of medical use, employment status, and consumer satisfaction [9]; and be as brief as practical [24].

The American Pain Society's Patient Outcomes Questionnaire (APSPOQ) represents an example of one such attempt [18]. This instrument was developed as a quality improvement tool and incorporates pain intensity, pain interference, patient satisfaction, and pain medication items. However, the APSPOQ was designed to assess acute and cancer pain outcomes rather than chronic pain outcomes. In addition, it does not assess any work-related outcomes or changes in medical use, and it includes only one general question pertaining to pain-related emotional changes. Perhaps most importantly, no reliability or validity data were provided and no subsequent empirical studies of its psychometric characteristics exist.

The National Pain Data Bank (NPDB), developed by the American Academy of Pain Management (AAPM), is a more comprehensive pain outcomes instrument designed to be appropriate for the entire spectrum of pain interventions and service sites. Unlike the APSPOQ, the NPDB includes three separate forms appropriate for intake, posttreatment or interim, and follow-up administration. The original NPDB combined pain history questions with measures of pain intensity, emotional functioning (depression and anxiety), pain-related impairment, interpersonal "closeness," medication use, employment status, consumer satisfaction, and medical resource use. However, a detailed review of the instrument suggested numerous test construction and item content weaknesses that limited its use [25]. Additionally, our qualitative review of NPDB items revealed other problems related to excessive instrument length and complexity, the use of nonuniform rating scales, retrospective ratings of improvement rather than current reports of function, and poor item wording.

Recognizing both the strengths and the weaknesses of the original NPDB, a cooperative VA-AAPM project was implemented to construct a new outcomes instrument that retained the basic structure of the NPDB. The current study reports the results of this conjoint 5-year effort to develop a brief but
psychometrically sound pain outcomes instrument, now called the Pain Outcomes Questionnaire-VA (POQ-VA), that assesses all of the key domains and meets relevant professional and accreditation body standards. *

*Copies of the POQ-VA can be obtained by completing a request form at http://www.vachronicpain.org/Pages/POQReq.htm.

METHODS

Subjects

Two samples of subjects were used in this study. All participants were receiving pain treatment services through one of six VHA pain centers, which varied in comprehensiveness from outpatient single provider to inpatient interdisciplinary approaches. Sample 1 consisted of 248 individuals participating in an inpatient interdisciplinary chronic pain rehabilitation program at a single southeastern VA hospital. Sample 2 consisted of 709 individuals who received either inpatient (n = 367; 48.2%) or outpatient (n = 342; 51.8%) services at one of the six treatment sites. The vast majority of subjects were military veterans, although several veteran dependents also participated. All study procedures were reviewed and approved by local institutional review boards (IRBs) and VA research and development (R&D) committees prior to data collection. Written informed consent was obtained from the 609 participants involved in the prospective data collection. Informed consent exemption was requested and granted by the local IRB and R&D committees for the retrospective analysis of data for the remaining 348 subjects.

The demographic characteristics of both samples are presented in Table 1. To evaluate any potential variation between inpatients and outpatients in Sample 2, we treated these groups as separate samples in the analyses of demographic characteristics. Chi-square analyses revealed that the samples did not differ in gender, $\chi^2 (2, 956) = 0.60$, nonsignificant (ns), or racial composition $\chi^2 (6, 955) = 10.08$, ns. One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) revealed a significant difference in age, $F(2, 953) = 14.70$, $p < 0.001$, but not pain intensity, $F(2, 951) = 0.25$, ns. Bonferroni corrected post hoc comparisons revealed that the Sample 2 outpatient group was significantly older than both the Sample 2 inpatient group (mean difference = 2.96, $p < 0.01$) and Sample 1 (mean difference = 5.07, $p < 0.001$), which may indicate that older veterans with pain are more likely to be treated as outpatients than as inpatients. Because education and pain duration data were not available for Sample 1, only Sample 2 treatment groups were compared on these variables. No significant differences were found between the Sample 2 treatment groups in education, $F(1, 704) = 1.46$, ns, or pain duration, $F(1, 603) = 0.00$, ns.

Table 1.
Demographic characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sample 1 (n = 248)</th>
<th>Sample 2 (n = 709)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient (n = 367)</td>
<td>Outpatient (n = 342)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr) *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>50.03 (11.09)</td>
<td>52.14 (10.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>24-81</td>
<td>21-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Other  0.8    1.1    1.8
Education (yr)
   M (SD) -  13.41 (2.56)  13.18 (2.39)
   Range -  6-24       6-24

Pain Intensity
   M (SD) 7.11 (1.60)    7.20 (1.62)    7.13 (1.73)
   Range  3-10         0-10          2-10

Pain Duration (yr)
   M (SD) -  14.18 (12.33)  14.23 (13.70)
   Range -  0.50-58.0    0.08-59.0

*Sample 2 outpatients differed significantly from Sample 1 and Sample 2 inpatients.

M = mean
SD = standard deviation

Measures

POQ-VA Development

As recommended by contemporary test construction experts [26,27], we used a two-stage, rational-empirical approach in the development of the POQ-VA reflecting an iterative process [26], whereby preliminary item pools are refined by sequential item administration and analysis. In the first stage, we identified six broad outcomes domains (pain intensity, pain-related interference in function, emotional functioning, employment status, medical use, and consumer satisfaction) recommended by pain-related professional organizations (the American Pain Society and the International Association for the Study of Pain) or accreditation bodies (Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and The Rehabilitation Accreditation Commission) for pain treatment outcomes assessment. Next, we reviewed pain history and pain outcomes items from the original version of the NPDB Intake (49 items), Discharge (28 items), and Follow-Up (30 items) Questionnaires for relevance, clarity of meaning, psychometric scaling, and utility with respect to the six general domains. We combined original and altered NPDB items with newly developed items and grouped them into categories according to the six domains. Initial item, factor, and concurrent validity evaluations were conducted to empirically derive preliminary scales [28], and we eliminated items with weak psychometric support or poor utility, refined several pain history and outcomes items, and added items to better assess outcomes domains of interest.

The final 19 POQ-VA primary pain outcome items were selected from a total of 35 potential items in the final item pool based on item analyses and principal component analyses. Only data for the items selected for the POQ-VA are included in this paper. The primary POQ-VA outcomes items use 11-point (0 to 10) rating scales and are imbedded in each of the three questionnaires making up the POQ-VA. The Intake Questionnaire contains the 19 primary items, 23 personal and pain history items tapping demographics (e.g., age, education), pain experience (e.g., pain duration, pain location), employment status, disability status (e.g., VA service connection, type of claims filed), and opioid use (e.g., current use, associated pain relief), and 2 items assessing pain-related medical use (VA and non-VA healthcare visits during the last 3 months). The Discharge or Interim Questionnaire is intended to be administered when treatment is stabilized or terminated and contains the 19 primary outcomes items, a Pain Treatment Satisfaction (PTS) scale that comprises five, 0- to 10-point ratings of satisfaction with different elements of treatment, and 3 medication-use items. The Follow-Up Questionnaire contains the 19 primary items; 12 history items assessing frequency of pain reinjury, employment status, disability status, and opioid use; 2 medical-use questions; and 2 follow-up treatment satisfaction items (overall treatment satisfaction and recommendation to others).

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2) is a 567-item self-report measure of
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Psychopathology and personality characteristics with well-documented psychometric properties [29,30]. For the present study, the MMPI-2 Anxiety (ANX), Depression (DEP), and Health Concerns (HEA) Content scales were selected a priori as concurrent measures. The ANX and DEP Content scales assess the cluster of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral symptoms associated with diagnoses of anxiety and depression [31]. The HEA scale measures diverse somatic complaints and preoccupation with bodily functioning [31].

Sleep Problems Questionnaire

The Sleep Problems Questionnaire (SPQ) is a four-item measure of the most common symptoms of poor sleep in both healthy and distressed populations. The scale has adequate internal consistency and validity [32].

Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia

The Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (TSK) is a 17-item instrument that was developed to assess kinesiophobia, or the fear of movement and activity due to concerns about injury or reinjury [33]. Psychometric characteristics of the TSK suggest that it possesses adequate reliability, has a meaningful factor structure [34], and is a good predictor of a range of pain symptoms and behaviors [35].

Sickness Impact Profile

The Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) is a widely used 136-item measure of perceived impairment [3,36], with high test-retest reliability and internal consistency [37]. The SIP administration instructions were altered by Turner and Clancy to reflect pain-related impairment rather than general physical impairment [38]. The SIP scales have been found to possess good concurrent validity in chronic pain and cancer pain patients [39,40], and they are sensitive to change resulting from multidisciplinary inpatient treatment for chronic pain [11]. Only the SIP Physical (SIP-P) scale was used in the present study.

Pain Visual Analog Scale

The Pain Visual Analog Scale (PVAS) is a reliable and well-validated measure of pain intensity in acute, cancer, and chronic pain [41-45]. The PVAS was presented as a 10 cm line anchored with the phrases "no pain" and "worst possible pain."

Physical Capacities Evaluation

The Physical Capacities Evaluation (PCE) consists of a series of graded behavioral tasks based on those outlined by Woods [46]. Subjects' performance on each task is rated on a 5-point scale. The PCE measures flexibility, strength, and endurance and yields a total score that reflects an individual's demonstrated physical abilities [47].

Pain Questionnaire Feedback Form

The Pain Questionnaire Feedback Form (PQFF) is a nine-item scale developed to obtain feedback from the participants on their experience completing the items in the POQ-VA pool. Participants responded to the items using a 4-point scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." Five items assessed how accurately the participants felt that the POQ-VA described the impact that pain was having on their lives (e.g., "I was able to accurately describe my pain experience") and the remaining four items measured how clear and easy they believed the form was to complete (e.g., "The form was easy to use").

Procedures

Subjects in both samples completed the POQ-VA Intake Questionnaires as a component of a brief psychological assessment during their inpatient admission or initial outpatient appointment. Additional
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measures administered at intake were the MMPI-2, PCE, PVAS, and SIP for Sample 1; the MMPI-2, SPQ, and TSK for the Sample 2 inpatient group; and the PQFF for a subset of the Sample 2 outpatients (n = 240; 70.2%). The POQ-VA Discharge Questionnaire was administered to inpatients who completed the program (Sample 1, n = 224, 90.3%; Sample 2, n = 282, 76.8%) and outpatients (n = 108, 31.6%) who returned for an additional appointment following implementation of their treatment regimen. A subset of both samples (Sample 1, n = 139, 56.0%; Sample 2, n = 208, 29.3%) completed the POQ-VA Follow-Up Questionnaire 3 months after treatment termination. In addition, a subset of Sample 2 outpatients waiting for treatment appointments (test-retest subset, n = 100, 29.2%) completed the Intake Questionnaire twice as part of a test-retest study designed to evaluate the 1- to 2-week temporal stability of the instrument. The average test-retest interval was 8.38 days (standard deviation [SD] = 1.75, range = 7 to 13).

RESULTS

Scale Development

Principal Components Analysis

For scale development, Sample 2 was randomly divided into validation and cross-validation subsets that were equivalent with respect to demographic characteristics, treatment site, and mean outcomes item scores. A principal components analysis with Varimax rotation, a method that maximizes the independence of the factors [48,49], was used to explore the underlying component structure of 18 of the 19 primary POQ-VA outcomes items in the validation subset of Sample 2 (n = 353). An a priori decision to exclude the average pain intensity item (Pain Numerical Rating Scale [NRS]) from this analysis was made based on the theoretically and empirically supported rational judgment that it should be treated as a separate scale, regardless of its associations with other items [50]. The analysis yielded a five-component solution that accounted for 72 percent of the total variance. The rotated component matrix, eigenvalue, and percentages of variance explained are presented in Table 2. As illustrated in the table, primary item loadings were uniformly high, secondary loadings were relatively low, and the total explained variance was well distributed among the five components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
<th>Component 3</th>
<th>Component 4</th>
<th>Component 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrate</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esteem</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dress</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathe</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groom</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stairs</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cane</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reinjure  0.30  0.12  0.18  0.00  0.79  
Eigenvalue  3.37  3.25  2.85  2.02  1.48  
Variance Explained  18.73%  18.05%  15.85%  11.20%  8.20%  

Because these data confirmed our rational conceptualization of the underlying dimensions of pain-related functioning assessed by the 18 POQ-VA items, the component solution was used to develop five linearly scored scales. In order of variance explained, the components and corresponding scales were labeled "Negative Affect" (NA) (five items), "Activities of Daily Living" (ADL) (four items), "Mobility" (four items), "Vitality" (three items), and "Fear of Activity" (Fear) (two items). Correlations between component and scale scores were uniformly high. NA, \( r = 0.95, p < 0.001 \); ADL, \( r = 0.94, p < 0.001 \); mobility, \( r = 0.93, p < 0.001 \); vitality, \( r = 0.95, p < 0.001 \); and fear, \( r = 0.93, p < 0.001 \), indicating that the computation of scale scores by means of linear aggregation of item values accurately captured component score variance.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

We replicated the findings from the exploratory factor analyses in the cross-validation subset of Sample 2 (n = 356) using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The CFA was conducted on the five-factor model with Amos 4.0 using covariance matrices and the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method [51]. MLE was chosen because it is scale invariant, works well with small to medium sample sizes, and produces an overall chi-square statistic for evaluating model fit [48,49].

In the model, each latent factor represented a core POQ-VA scale (i.e., ADL, NA, mobility, vitality, and fear) with the corresponding items serving as observed indicators. Model fit was evaluated with four different fit indexes: the overall model chi-square (\( \chi^2 \)), the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA), the Bentler-Bonnett normed fit index (NFI), and the comparative fit index (CFI). Although there are no precise criteria for evaluating these fit indexes, rule-of-thumb guidelines have suggested that an excellent model fit is indicated when RMSEA values equal 0.06 or less and the NFI and CFI values equal 0.95 or greater. Adequate model fit is suggested when the RMSEA falls in the range of 0.07 to 0.10 and the NFI and CFI are equal to or greater than 0.90 [52].

The results of the CFA on the five-factor model produced an excellent fit: \( \chi^2 (125, n = 356) = 304.22, p < 0.001 \); RMSEA = 0.06 (95% CI = 0.05 to 0.07); NFI = 0.98; and CFI = 0.99. All standardized factor loadings were high, ranging from 0.59 to 0.92. The latent factor intercorrelations were medium to large (mean \( [M] = 0.45, SD = 0.12, range = 0.30 to 0.63 \)), but not one was so high as to suggest a lack of discriminant validity [53]. These findings suggest that the scale composition represents the underlying factor structure of the POQ-VA extremely well.

Scales Descriptive Statistics, Reliabilities, and Intercorrelations

We computed descriptive statistics, reliabilities, and intercorrelations for the five-core POQ-VA scale and the Pain NRS scores of Sample 2 participants. The results are presented in Table 3. Three indexes of reliability were generated for each scale, and two were computed for the Pain NRS. Data provided by the test-retest subset of Sample 2 were used to compute stability and generalizability coefficients. Stability coefficients consisted of the correlation between subjects' test-retest scores. We calculated generalizability coefficients (indexes of reliability that provide an estimate of the proportion of variance in an observed test score that is attributable to the subject's true score [54]) using an ANOVA-based variance partitioning procedure. Finally, because internal consistency coefficients depend on inter-item correlations, the use of the validation subset of Sample 2 would produce artificially inflated estimates of coefficient alphas (\( \alpha \)). Therefore, only the cross-validation subset of Sample 2 was used to compute coefficient alphas for the five...
With the exception of the Vitality scale (0.67) and the Pain NRS (0.63), the observed stability coefficients generally indicate a high degree of temporal stability. Most likely, the lower coefficient obtained for the Vitality scale was an effect of the temporal parameters of one of the three questions making up the scale, which assess the individual's "... sense of strength and endurance TODAY." Similarly, pain ratings are known to fluctuate daily, and therefore, the lower values obtained for the Vitality scale and Pain NRS actually may reflect natural variation rather than measurement error. With respect to internal consistency, the ADL, NA, and Mobility scales demonstrated moderate to strong evidence of item homogeneity and, thus, appear to be measuring relatively unidimensional constructs. The lower coefficients obtained for the remaining scales may be a function of length, as the lowest estimate was obtained for the Fear (0.58) scale, which is composed of only two items. In fact, the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, which is used to estimate changes in reliability resulting from changes in scale length, demonstrates that simply adding two similar items to the existing scale would produce a coefficient of 0.73 for the hypothetical four-item Fear scale. Generalizability coefficients were relatively high across all scales and well above the 0.75 criterion that has been suggested to indicate excellent scale reliability [55]. Collectively, these data indicate that the POQ-VA scales and Pain NRS are functioning reliably across a range of patient populations.

Scale intercorrelations generally demonstrated moderate associations between scales, with none being unacceptably high or low. These data suggest that the scales measure related but sufficiently distinct aspects of the chronic pain experience. The strengths of the associations between the Pain NRS and POQ-VA scale scores were consistent with the results of previously reported relationships between pain severity and pain interference [16].

Sex Differences

To examine potential sex differences, we compared the five-core POQ-VA scales and the Pain NRS scores of Sample 2 men and women using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The results failed to reveal a significant multivariate effect of sex: Wilk's $\lambda = 0.97; F(12, 1328) = 1.28$, ns; partial $\eta^2 = 0.01$.

Convergent and Discriminant Validity

POQ-VA scale and Pain NRS correlations with external criteria were examined for inpatients in both samples. In the Sample 1 data set, ADL, Mobility, and Vitality scales and the Pain NRS were correlated with SIP-P, PCE, and PVAS scores. Because of item changes, the NA and Fear scales could not be scored from the Sample 1 data set and, therefore, were not examined. In the Sample 2 data set, the POQ-VA scale, and the Pain NRS scores were correlated with SPQ, TSK, and MMPI-2 Anxiety, Depression, and Health scales.
Concerns Content scale scores. Criteria for evidence of convergent validity were set at $r = 0.30$ to 0.49 for moderate support and $r \geq 0.50$ for strong support consistent with standard recommendations for medium and large effect sizes [46]. The resulting correlation coefficients, which are presented in Table 4, reveal that the POQ-VA scales generally demonstrate moderate to strong associations with relevant external criteria and weaker relationships with criteria not expected to measure related constructs. This pattern of associations provides evidence of the convergent and discriminant validity of the POQ-VA scales in inpatient samples.

Table 4.
POQ-VA core scale validity correlation coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Sample 1 (n = 248)</th>
<th>Sample 2 Inpatients (n = 348)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIP-P</td>
<td>PCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADL = activities of daily living
ANX = MMPI-2 Anxiety Content scale
DEP = MMPI-2 Depression Content scale
HEA = MMPI-2 Health Concerns Content scale
NA = negative affect
PCE = Physical Capacities Evaluation
SIP-P = Sickness Impact Profile Physical scale
SPQ = Sleep Problems Questionnaire
TSK = Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia
VAS = Pain Visual Analog scale
1 = MMPI-2 Clinical scale 1

Note: Bold-faced correlations meet or exceed the 0.30 criterion for convergent validity.

Sensitivity to Change

A repeated measures MANOVA was used to evaluate the sensitivity of the POQ-VA scales and the Pain NRS to treatment-related change. Intake, discharge, and follow-up scores of Sample 2 subjects completing all three assessments were compared across the POQ-VA scales, and the Pain NRS revealed a significant multivariate within-subjects effect [Wilk's $\lambda = 0.50$, $F(12, 169) = 14.38$, $p< 0.001$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.51$]. Univariate analyses, which are presented with descriptive statistics in Table 5, revealed a significant effect of time on all of the measures. Clearly, the POQ-VA scales and Pain NRS scores reflect changes occurring between assessments at intake, discharge, and follow-up (generally 3 months following discharge).

Table 5.
POQ-VA core scale sensitivity to change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Discharge</th>
<th>Follow-Up</th>
<th>F(1, 179)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>21.18</td>
<td>11.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>20.66</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ensure that the observed changes actually reflect treatment-related improvement and not a measurement artifact, additional analyses were conducted to compare changes over successive administrations of the POQ-VA to treated and untreated groups. A repeated measures MANOVA with a between subjects factor (treatment group) was used to evaluate differences in scale score changes between Sample 2 subjects who completed both intake and discharge assessments and the Sample 2 test-retest subsample who completed the intake form twice. Because POQ-VA scale and NRS items are identical across the two forms, scores produced by the test-retest subsample during the second administration were treated as Time 2 variables in the current analysis. The analysis revealed a significant multivariate effect of time, Wilk's $\lambda = 0.83, F(6, 458) = 15.77, p < 0.001$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.17$, and treatment group, Wilk's $\lambda = 0.95, F(6, 458) = 3.85, p = 0.001$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.05$, and a significant treatment group by time interaction, Wilk's $\lambda = 0.89, F(6, 458) = 9.44, p < 0.001$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.11$. Univariate analyses revealed significant interaction effects for the Fear, $F(1, 463) = 19.86, p < 0.001$; Mobility, $F(1, 463) = 3.92, p < 0.05$; NA, $F(1, 463) = 9.69, p < 0.01$; Vitality, $F(1, 463) = 35.36, p < 0.001$; and Pain scales, $F(1, 463) = 25.70, p < 0.001$; but not for the ADL scale, $F(1, 463) = 0.28$, ns. Among the treated group, all mean scale score changes from intake to discharge were in the expected direction. Follow-up MANOVAs revealed that significant differences were found across the POQ-VA scales and Pain NRS for the treatment groups at Time 2, Wilk's $\lambda = 0.90, F(6, 467) = 8.76$, ns, partial $\eta^2 = 0.10$, but not Time 1, Wilk's $\lambda = 0.98, F(6, 464) = 1.33$, ns, partial $\eta^2 = 0.02$. These data suggest treatment-related effects rather than measurement artifact account for the observed changes across administrations.

Clinically Significant Change

Standard indexes of clinically significant change, such as the Reliable Change Index (RCI) [56], are based on the assumption that treatment will produce sufficient improvement to allow patients to shift from dysfunctional to normal scale score distributions. However, among chronic populations with relatively intractable disorders, one cannot realistically assume that even the best treatments will produce a full return to normal functioning. In such cases, change indexes such as the RCI may not be the most appropriate measure of clinically significant change [56]. Therefore, an effect size approach was selected for use with the POQ-VA scales and Pain NRS. The scale score differences associated with small, medium, and large effects were calculated for each scale and the Pain NRS [53]. These values are presented with the standard errors of measurement (SEM) in Table 6. Our suggested criterion for evidence of clinically significant change is a medium effect, which is greater than the SEM for each scale and represents a shift of at least one-half an SD from one assessment to the next.

**Table 6.**
POQ-VA core scale clinically significant differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Small (0.20)</th>
<th>Medium (0.50)</th>
<th>Large (0.80)</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small (0.20), medium (0.50), and large (0.80) are effect sizes recommended by Cohen [53].

ADL = activities of daily living

POQ-VA Readability

We conducted readability analyses to determine the minimum reading-level requirements of the POQ-VA. Flesch-Kincaid scores for the Intake, Discharge or Interim, and Follow-Up Questionnaires were 6.7, 7.6, and 7.9, respectively, suggesting that a 7th- to 8th-grade reading level is necessary to adequately comprehend the instrument. Analysis of only the 19 items that make up the core outcomes scales yielded a Flesch-Kincaid score of 5.6, requiring a 6th-grade reading level for satisfactory comprehension.

POQ-VA Treatment Satisfaction Ratings

The basic psychometric characteristics of the five-item PTS scale were examined in both samples. Calculation of coefficient alphas revealed that the scale has good internal consistency (Sample 1, $\alpha = 0.90$; Sample 2, $\alpha = 0.83$). The PTS demonstrated moderate to strong associations with staff discharge ratings of patient improvement ($r = 0.60$ and 0.25) and satisfaction ($r = 0.41$ and 0.31), patients' 3-month follow-up ratings of their own improvement ($r = 0.37$ and 0.65), and the extent to which they would recommend the intervention to someone with a similar problem ($r = 0.59$ and 0.53). In addition, Sample 2 PTS scores were moderately associated with 3-month follow-up ratings of satisfaction ($r = 0.40$). All correlations were significant at the 0.001 level of alpha.

Medical Use

We evaluated the validity of the POQ-VA medical use items by examining the correspondence between VA medical record visit documentation and participants' reports of the number of VA pain-related healthcare visits in the 3 months before program admission and the 3 months following program discharge using a subset ($n = 50$) of Sample 2 inpatients. Intraclass correlation coefficients revealed good agreement between participants' responses and medical records for the period before intake, $r = 0.66$, and adequate agreement for the period following discharge, $r = 0.44$.

POQ-VA Consumer Ratings

To assess patients' impressions of the POQ-VA, we asked a subset of Sample 2 outpatients ($n = 240$) to complete the PQFF following administration of the POQ-VA Intake Questionnaire. The means and SDs on the 4-point scale ranged from a low of 3.02 (0.72) ("I was able to accurately describe my pain experience") to a high of 3.36 (0.61) ("The form was easy to use"). Means for the five pain impact items ($M = 3.06$, $SD = 0.63$) and the four ease-of-use items ($M = 3.25$, $SD = 0.58$) were very similar. All scores fell at the upper end of the 4-point scale and suggested a moderate to high degree of satisfaction with the instrument.

DISCUSSION

Designed specifically to measure pain treatment outcomes, the POQ-VA is the first self-report instrument that assesses all the key domains identified by major accreditation bodies and professional societies [9,23]. The POQ-VA was developed with the use of the rational-empirical test development approach [26], iterative item and scale development procedures [26,27], and relatively large samples of veterans with chronic noncancer pain. The POQ-VA includes measures of pain history (descriptive information, pain experience, employment, disability status, and opioid use), average pain intensity, pain interference, emotional distress, pain-related fear, satisfaction with treatment, and medical use. The instrument is designed to be administered at multiple time points with the use of three forms (Intake, Discharge or Interim, and Follow-Up). A 19-item abbreviated form that includes only the five core outcomes scales and the Pain NRS and does not incorporate any veteran-specific content also is available, along with a generic five-item PTS scale.
The results of this study provide support for the reliability and validity of the POQ-VA scales and the POQ-VA Pain NRS as measures of chronic pain treatment outcomes among veterans. Principal components analysis of the items making up the five core outcomes scales (ADL, NA, Mobility, Vitality, and Fear) yielded a well-defined component structure characterized by consistently high primary component loadings and relatively low secondary component loadings, which should enhance core scale stability. Hair et al. suggested that the total variance accounted for by the core items (72%) was well over the 60 percent criterion that indicates an acceptable factor solution in social sciences research [22]. A CFA of this five-factor model in a cross-validation sample produced an excellent fit, providing further support for the validity and stability of these scales. POQ-VA scale correlations with concurrent measures of pain-related function revealed a pattern of strong associations with relevant external criteria (i.e., convergent validity) and weaker relationships with less relevant extra-test measures (i.e., discriminant validity). The Pain NRS score, which has been validated separately in several studies [42,57,58], demonstrated a pattern of convergent-discriminant relationships similar to that of the core POQ-VA outcomes scales. Similarly, the obtained correlations between VA health records and participants' reports of VA healthcare visits support the validity of the medical use items. Reliability indexes (i.e., stability, consistency, and generalizability) for both the POQ-VA core scales and the Pain NRS indicated that the measures demonstrated adequate to excellent reliability, particularly when the limited number of items on the Fear and Vitality scales is considered. Similar conclusions apply to the POQ-VA PTS scale. The five-item scale had high internal consistency and was associated significantly with concurrent measures of patient satisfaction.

POQ-VA core scales and the Pain NRS score also were found to be sensitive to change in a heterogeneous group of veterans undergoing a variety of pain treatment interventions at six VA pain treatment sites. Significant improvements in all measures from pretreatment to posttreatment were obtained, while scores for 100 outpatients awaiting treatment who completed two administrations of the POQ-VA 7 to 13 days apart did not change. Consistent with most pain outcomes studies [59,60-62], follow-up assessment revealed some decline in functioning but levels remained above those reported at pretreatment. We also estimated the magnitude of POQ-VA scale scores necessary to define clinically significant change. These values can be used to help determine which patients benefit from the provided interventions.

Results of this study also support the general clinical use of the POQ-VA. Readability analyses indicated that a 7th- to 8th-grade reading level was necessary to comprehend the POQ-VA content, and that a 6th-grade reading level was sufficient to understand the items on the core outcomes scales. Mean consumer satisfaction ratings evaluating item content, questionnaire breadth, and ease of completion from a subset of veterans who completed the POQ-VA Intake Questionnaire were uniformly positive. Clinician users anecdotally reported satisfaction with the ease of administration and the use of the POQ-VA scales.

Despite these positive findings, several limitations associated with the validation of the final POQ-VA items must be noted. First, our studies almost exclusively used veterans with chronic pain. Although evidence suggests that veterans with chronic pain are in fact similar to nonveterans with chronic pain [47], additional research is needed to verify the POQ-VA's validity with nonveterans. Second, the psychometric properties of the current employment status question were not evaluated because we lacked reliable collateral information that could be used for comparisons. Additional research will be needed to determine the reliability and validity of this item before it is used to assess treatment-related changes in employment status. Third, consistent with contemporary test construction recommendations and common practice (e.g., MMPI-2, WHYMPI) [15,26,27,29], validity and reliability data were based on final core POQ-VA items that were extracted from a larger pool of potential items. Possibly, the magnitude of some item reliabilities or correlations between POQ-VA scales and concurrent measures might have differed if only the final POQ-VA items had been administered to subjects, although the magnitude of these changes likely would be small. Nevertheless, replication of these results following administration of only the final POQ-VA items would provide further evidence of the instrument's reliability and validity. Fourth, we did not conduct evaluations of potential cultural differences in participant's POQ-VA responses in this study. Such appraisals are necessary and currently underway. In the interim, because a majority of subjects who
participants in this study were Caucasian, one should exercise caution when using the POQ-VA to evaluate the treatment response of individual patients from minority groups. Last, the POQ-VA was developed primarily to measure pain treatment outcomes for those experiencing chronic noncancer pain. While the instrument may prove useful for assessing pain treatment effectiveness for patients with acute or cancer pain as well, its appropriateness for use with these populations first needs to be determined empirically.

CONCLUSIONS

The POQ-VA was designed to serve as a primary pain outcomes tool in settings where comprehensive, multidimensional outcomes data are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of pain interventions. Data reported in this study support the reliability, validity, and clinical use of the POQ-VA for evaluating the effectiveness of treatment for veterans experiencing chronic noncancer pain. As an instrument designed specifically to assess pain treatment outcomes, it has numerous strengths. First, it includes multiple forms that parallel common phases of treatment (i.e., treatment initiation [Intake], treatment stabilization or termination [Interim or Discharge], and treatment reassessment [Follow-Up]), allowing for direct assessment of change. Second, it is comprehensive, providing measurement of all the major pain outcomes domains, yet it is relatively brief (44 questions in the Intake or longest form). Third, it includes a detailed pain history section that is useful for pain research applications. Fourth, it requires minimal reading skills for completion and is viewed favorably by pain consumers. Fifth, it is sensitive to changes associated with pain treatment. Last, a separate POQ-VA Short Form (19 items) and a five-item PTS questionnaire are available for settings where brevity is a primary concern. Overall, the POQ-VA is a useful alternative for clinicians and researchers interested in the evaluation of pain intervention effectiveness.
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